["CAN transmit from person to person"](http://www.who.int/mediacentre/news/statements/2013/Novel_Coronavirus_12052013/en/index.html){#interrefs10}. That is how the World Health Organization is now talking of the coronavirus that emerged last year in the Middle East.

Clusters of people with the viral infection, dubbed Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), give evidence that it can spread. What\'s more, France\'s health ministry has reported that a man who fell seriously ill with MERS after a trip to Dubai passed the virus to the person in the next hospital bed. But the virus has not spread widely in the community, and close contact appears to be necessary for transmission, says Keiji Fukuda of the WHO.

However, Fukuda notes that undiagnosed cases may exist, with only mild symptoms. The two earliest known cases were part of a cluster of respiratory infections in April 2012 in Jordan. The others were milder and are thought to have been due to the virus, even though standard tests were negative. Routine tests on the first French patient were also negative, only deep lung sampling uncovered the virus.

Virologists are now working on a test for viral antibodies that can show if someone was infected in the past. That could reveal how widespread the virus really is.

*This article appeared in print under the headline "Coronavirus threat"*
